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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDE Thanks for the opportunity for Vice-Chief Tsannie and I to share our collective experiences and learnings from our joint engagement activities.I am going to do some overview of Project CLEANS so I will have a few extra slides at the front end of this presentation.  Once I am done with that, the Vice Chief and I will share the presentation.I specifically mention “joint” engagement activities because for engagement to be real it is not one-way.  It is really more listening than telling and adjusting any planned activities versus implementing.  The other major cornerstone of engagement is full and open transparency – with the communities, your client if that is the case, the public and regulators. This presentation will be more operational based than policy think but retrospective with the intent of discussing policy and/or program progression.  This discussion is policy based however because policy drive programs.  This presentation will be successful, from my perspective, if in conclusion you feel that some policies can act as guidelines or even minimal requirements but if we choose to stretch well beyond - the benefits almost always out-weigh the efforts.  Our presentation will be formatted where I will present some slides and Vice-Chief will present some slides.  We want to keep this as informal as we can but still provide you some useful data and information and leave time for questions and discussion.
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Brief introduction to SRC’s remediation 
program and associated engagement activities 

What is engagement and why is it important 
What it entails – barriers and aids 
Experiences with communities 
Questions and discussion 
 

Presentation Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICE CHIEF’S SLIDE Presentation summary;  briefly we want to share what Project Cleans is about; some basic information and our specific perspectives on what engagement is; and what we learned regarding community engagement and where do we need to go
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Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) 

SRC is a Provincial Treasury Board Crown Corporation 
SRC Environmental Remediation Business Unit has 

scientific, technical and management expertise in 
environmental remediation, as well as experience 
working with regulators, communities, Aboriginal 
groups and industry 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDE – I am going to cover the next few slides pretty quickly to provide a brief background on Project CLEANS to provide perspective to the socio-economic component of this work which is the topic of discussion todaySRC has approximately 350-400 employees; serving 1900 clients all over the world; SRC’s primary focus areas are:  Mining and Minerals, Energy, Biotechnology, Development Engineering and Forestry and Environmental support across all sectors.We are a Government owned “arms-length” Crown corporation with our primary source of revenues being fee-for-service.  Majority of our work services industry, much of this directed to the mining industry, with a smaller portion directed to government clients.
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SRC is managing Project CLEANS under 
contract to the Province of Sask. 

Multi-year, multi-million dollar project to 
assess and remediate the following: 
– Gunnar Uranium Mine and Mill Site  
– Lorado Uranium Mill Site 
– 35 legacy uranium mine sites  

Funded by the governments of Saskatchewan 
and Canada 

Overview of Project Cleans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDEThe next few slides show some of the remediation work that is ongoing is Northern SaskatchewanAS part of our contract obligations SRC is to ensure that funds allocated to projects were not only used for remediation but also directed to boost economic activity and capacity within communities.  We work very hard to maximize these benefits and ensure project efficiencies and effectiveness. For example, we can utilize other sources of funding aside from project allocations for training and development for a variety of workers both young students and those already in the work force.
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Overview of Project Cleans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDE - USE POINTER – GO TO PROVINCE THEN SITESThe CLEANS project is located primarily in northwest corner of SaskatchewanIsolated area only accessible by boat, winter ice road and airSignificant logistical challenges with the projectThe next few slides show some of the remediation work that has been completed and underway at some of the major sites 
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Lorado Mill Remediation Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDE  Here is a picture of the tailings cover on the Lorado Mill site- a 3 year clean-up that was completed this spring at a cost of 28M.  The lake in the background was treated in-situ bring the ph from a 3 to just over 7.  The lake is now able to sustain a balanced aquatic system.This project is now in a maintenance and monitoring stage of the project.
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Gunnar Mine and mill prior to building demolition in 2011  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOES’S SLIDEAerial picture of the Gunnar mine site the largest uranium legacy mine site in Sk.It was operated from1955-1963; community of 700 people lived onsite with schools, mall, and multiple residences and mill facilitiesSite components – open pit over 100 metres deep; two large waste rock piles – 2.2 cubic metres of waste rock; 4.4 million tonnes of tailings spread over 3 separate tailings areas comprising a total of 70 hectares; large piles of mine –site debris on-site
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Gunnar Mine and Mill Remediation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOES’S SLIDEPicture of the site after the buildings had been demolished in 2011/12.  The buildings had been insulated with asbestos which was the most prevalent insulator on site in both the residential and mill operations.This presented significant challenges when the various structures were taken down.The major work on this site is beginning this year with a contractor utilizing the waste rock and local borrow material to contour and cover the tailings with work to begin on the other site aspects in 2018.NOW TO THE MAIN TOPIC OF DISCUSSION
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We firstly and continually need to ask 
ourselves what do we want from the 
community engagement process? 

We need to define project objectives and 
communities objectives;  and common areas 
of intersection 

Building trust is critical; must have and 
maintain social licence  

Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDEI want to briefly share some experiences and learnings from our multiple engagement opportunities that we organized and participated in.Started early – example – had communities prioritize the satellite sites that they felt needed to be addressed first – closer to communities, visited by people in the area, public safety issues.  Very simple process and one where we may have landed on the same page as the communities but the journey was as important as the destination.This first step demonstrated our commitment and helped build the relationship of trust and communication.Start small, build trust and work very hard to maintain it.We identified our needs and barriers – this transparency established goal posts to work within to manage all of our expectations.  We built collaborative relationships based on joint discussions and needs–   For example communities wanted to ensure local benefits from remediation work but we had to communicate that we were contracted to make final decisions on procurement.  We committed to an open procurement process and communities would help establish criteria for procurement RFP reviews  and have a regional rep as a decision maker on procurement team.  This is a significant departure from standard procurement approaches and has been very successful in having communities support the choice of contractors and contractors ensuring that employment and training opportunities are provided to community members in a meaningful fashion.Also served as a very strong message to contractors regarding our commitment to local engagementThis was a great opportunity for contractors to develop initiatives that train and build capacity in northern communities – our full-time Aboriginal Liaison officer couldn’t be here today because he is in Northern Saskatchewan meeting with communities along with the general contractor working on the Gunnar mine clean-up.  A major discussion point with communities is how this work is going to develop jobs and training for them and are their needs going to be met.  The general contractor is this case is a joint partnership between Nuna (an Inuit owned company) and Fond du Lac First Nations from the Athabasca region.QUESTION FOR VICE CHIEF – WHAT DID YOU THINK OF THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESSES TODATE AND HOW  CAN WE IMPROVE IT?
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Trust 
Two –way street 
Joint program 

planning 
Long-term relationship 
Level of decision 

making – magnitude 
dependent 

What is Engagement? 
Community’s Perspective 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICE-CHIEF’S SLIDEImagine what it would be like to have someone move into your backyard and set up shop.  How would you expect to be involved in their plans, processes and profits?  Apply that filter to the community engagement process.  Aboriginal people have a strong connection to the land and it still sustains our way of life – it may seem like the ’middle of no-where’, but for us it is our backyard.TRUSTTrust is formed by building a relationship with individuals.  Take some time to learn a little bit about about who we are and where we come from. The Office of the Treaty Commission website is a great resource to acknowledge and understand our collective past so that we can move forward together.  This cannot be done through email or phone calls – there needs to be a physical presence of an organization in the community.  This relationship also needs to be built early on, before you need something.TWO WAY STREETEngagement is not just about telling a community what you are doing – it is asking for input into decisions and being prepared to act, change plans and develop policy around that input.It is also important to ensure there are mutual benefits – what is the give and take for both parties?JOINT PLANNINGInvolve the community at the table in the planning stages – it is important work with community leadership to determine who the appropriate community contacts are and understand that these people may change over time.  Sometimes an umbrella organization like a tribal council can be a good first step to determine who those local contacts are.  Have a process for including them throughout the duration of the project – not just in the beginning to get approval.LONG TERMEven if a company is interested in short term profits – there must be a commitment to developing long term benefits for the community.  Our communities also want to be assured that if something goes wrong down the road that there is foresight, accountability and commitment to come up with a viable solution.It is good to communicate what your goals and future intentions are – be open and transparent, you might be surprised to learn the community has goals or resources that align with yours and together you can both benefit.  For example: There might be a future project that requires specific skilled workers – and because you have taken the time to build a long term relationship and develop capacity, you have a pool of local workers available.LEVEL OF DECISION MAKINGIn the past, First Nations communities made decisions through consensus. Consensus building was a way to reach general agreement on the solution to the issue. Consultation process must respect First Nations decision making processes inherent in their governance structures.Are the participants notified about the decision and a full explanation as how the participants’ feedback was used?
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Something we have to do or want to do? 
What does the Policy say? 
The question we ask ourselves: “Are we willing 

to do what it REALLY takes to make 
community engagement real?” 

 In other words change our plans based on 
results – Give communities a level of control 

Requires cultural change within workplace 
 

What is Community Engagement from 
a Project Perspective 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDECourts have established that the government has a “Duty to Consult” with Aboriginal peoples and communities that will be impacted by the project under consideration.  This duty applies if a project has the potential to impact Treaty and Aboriginal rights such as the right to hunt, fish and trap for food or the gathering of plants for food, medicinal or ceremonial purposes.  Governments must ensure that this duty has been carried out.  Project proponents generally engage during project planning and before regulatory approval is given and governments formally carry out the “Duty to Consult”.Saskatchewan, like other jurisdictions has a policy framework and processes to fulfill this duty.This is the base – a good base and a minimum requirement but there is so much more that can be done that creates project efficiencies and capacity and socio-economic benefits that far outweigh the costsThis approach requires a cultural awareness and a cultural shift within any organization large or small – one person or many.Engagement should not be considered a process – it is building a relationship - not “telling” a group what you are doing but jointly discussing how the project can be delivered to maximize short and long term benefits for everyoneWhat I am describing is taking a prescribed policy and then moving beyond the words to the actual intent and delivering it based on intent versus specifics.  Interpretations of intent may be different but moving beyond mere words to meaningful actions is key.  As I said earlier, the journey is what is critical.QUESTION:  VICE CHIEF – WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE DUTY TO CONSULT AND WHERE WE ARE AND WHERE WE NEED TO GO?
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Open Forums and 
Presentations 

Workshops 
One on One’s 
Continual Feedback 
Language Translation 
Media 
Elders and Traditional 

Protocol 
 

Most Appropriate Forums  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICE-CHIEF’S SLIDEWhat are the best ways to engage with communities and leaders? You need multiple approaches - too often a party will only use the forum they are most comfortable with such as open forums where they present the information and are in control of the information - this does not allow the communities to become truly involved and where they can bring valuable input to the projectYou may want to consider making multi approaches a requirement of your engagement processes.  Examples of approaches include:OPEN FORUMS - such as band meetings, community or sector meetings – these dates are usually set in advance and can be obtained from the band office or tribal council.WORKSHOPS – SRC hosted northerners to attend a workshop at their office on Project Cleans. This gave the community members a chance to see the insides and culture of their organization.  The workshop focused on identifying issues and coming up with solutions regarding the project.ONE ON ONE – sit down and talk to people (leadership and other), share a coffee or meal – find a comfortable place to have some informal conversation.  Sometimes this may include going to someone's house or out fishing on the lake. FEEDBACK – How can the community get a hold of you on a regular basis if they have questions or concerns – what systems are in place to ensure they are comfortable to do this.Have  a primary contact from your organizationDo regular phone check in’s (weekly, monthly)How will the hard to reach, elderly and disabled be able to give their feedback? Is the community involved throughout the monitoring of the process?LANGUAGE- In many northern communities – English is not the first language. Technical terminology must be simplified and translated to ensure the communities understand your message.  When talking about tailings, asbestos or ph levels to an Dene Elder – there are no Dene words to directly translate those definitions. In Dene, I would tell a story to describe what it is – for example, tailings would use descriptions like dirty water and radiation is described as bad medicine.  Obviously this can be a major barrier, so it is important to have a good translator that understands the message you are trying to get across.Keep technical jargon at a minimum and translate into first language where possible.MEDIA - A variety of media can be used to communicate and engage a community at a broader level:Most communities listen to northern radio (mbc or local)Some communities have their own cable channelPosters at the band store, airport, clinic and band office are popular ways to communicateMost are connected via social media and have local facebook pages for community events and noticesRegional newspapers provide a more formal method for advertising or publishing a success storyELDERS - Ensure there is a respect for traditional knowledge and cultural protocol.  Examples may include:an elder usually leads a prayer before the start and at the end of a meeting, shaking hands is a sign of respect, food is often used to bring people together, It is important to recognize the cultural diversity of each community because each community is unique.
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Meetings and Tours/Consultations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICE-CHIEF’S SLIDEConsultation fatigue or sheer tedium will not occur if multiple approaches to engagement are used.Many  approaches will bring out different people and therefore broader perspectives and keep things freshThis slide shows some of the forums used for discussions and tours with Project CLEANS
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Timing & Isolation 
Priorities 
Capacity 
History 
Preparation and 

Awareness 
 

Barriers to Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICE-CHIEF’S SLIDE Let’s talk about some of the challenges that we face.TIMING & ISOLATION FACTORSTiming is important – scheduling meetings around local festivals, peak hunting season and spiritual gatherings are not likely to be successful.FuneralsWeatherPower outagesEquipment needsLanguage BarriersPRIORITIESTo help further your understanding, think of each First Nation as its own province - the chief and councils are responsible to govern all aspects of their community - similar to how the SK gov is responsible for municipal communities.  Each Band is responsible for their own economic development initiatives, to staffing nurses at the health clinic, to building houses for their members, and hiring teachers at the school, etc, etc.  They are sovereign nations within the nation we call Canada. There is a lot on their plates so don’t get discouraged if your request for a meeting doesn’t get high priority the first time you reach out.CAPACITYCommunities may not have additional funds to put towards engagement forums if required – be prepared to allocate funds specifically for community engagement.HISTORYMany communities can attest to having had a negative experience with outside organization.  There is a cumulative lack of trust that will take time and effort to overcome.  If there is one piece of advice I can give you to have a positive engagement experience – DO WHAT YOU SAY YOU ARE GOING TO DO.PREPARATION & AWARENESSBe prepared – do your homework on the community.  Planning forums or meetings often take repeated phone calls, faxes, emails, etc. to organize.  Take it in steps – what information is most relevant to share at what time and in what forums?Understand that things can change at the last minute due to unforeseen circumstances.Have a back up plan.
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CAPACITY AND TRANSPARENCY 
Human and monetary – dedicated resources, 

cultural change and commitment 
Say to all - what you need or want; listen and 

adjust; and do what you say; always be open 
PATIENCE AND DETERMINATION 
If you are genuinely interested in community 

engagement, let it show,  you may be 
surprised at the positive response you receive 
and the trust that can be built 

 

Four Important Aids to Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDESRC experienced a true culture change within the remediation group;People believed in what they were doing; Found innovative ways of ensuring successExceptionally high performing and tightly knit group who practice their engagement approaches internallyOur community liaison expert is involved with all components of project – not just engagement because to be effective engagement is pervasive across the entire program
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
If employees and community members feel 

that they are part  of doing something of 
benefit to the community and take ownership, 
IT CAN BE A VERY POWERFUL FORCE 
 

Four Important Aids to Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDEThe key message here is TRANSPARENCY, SINCERITY, PATIENCE AND MUTUAL RESPECT
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Truly worth every effort by all involved! 
 

Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICE CHIEF’S SLIDE – summary statement from Vice Chief on the topic Regardless of what forums you choose – Community Engagement will only be successful by showing a genuine interest and willingness to listen and learn.  We have lived off this land for generations and there can be significant benefits to incorporating traditional knowledge and community input into your projects.
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SRC organized: 
– Start early; use local knowledge 
– Capacity building before work began (e.g., 

construction safety and asbestos abatement) 
– Hire local personnel 
– Use local ideas to solve tech. and comm. 

challenges 
We learned: 

– Regional economic benefit takes foresight and 
commitment 

– Consult local businesses and residents for cost-
effective logistics planning 

– Facilitate employment readiness  
– Manage expectations on all sides 

 

Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOE’S SLIDEHere are a few examples of what was successful in Project CLEANS.There are always varied interests that change as economic, social and political conditions change in any community or stakeholder group – MUST BE FLEXIBLE.LORADO PROJECT - More than 50% Athabasca Aboriginal employment; more than 60% local equipment utilization; More than 30% of total project value local spendQuote from Fond du Lac First Nation to a federal panel examining the current federal EA process“I  want to tell you about a good example of engagement.	Fond du Lac First Nation was involved in the Gunnar Remediation Project EAwith the proponent Saskatchewan Research Council, through the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.   For us this was a great example of good process because careful and strong relationships were formed between SRC and the communities with  the help of CNSC.  We were not undermined during this EA  process. We  wereable  to  come  to  the  table  and  be  directly involved in development of the EA from the beginning.  We  were asked how theclean  up should  happen  and  we  were  able  to  share  our Traditional Knowledge and know that we were listened to.  Our traditional  knowledge  changed  the  project  –  like for example, there was better and stronger monitoring done  in areas that we depend on for  muskrat harvesting and drinking water. The scientists used our knowledge to protect our ways as they continue to clean up those old abandoned mine  sites,  it’s a starting point and other process should consider this approach…”This for us spoke to success but also an incentive to continually improve our relationships and outcomes.  Success breeds success.  	  	  
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Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to realize that Aboriginal people have lived here for thousands of years and we consider ourselves stewards of the land – there is a reason you see so many environmental protests involving First Nations – we have a role to play (creation story) Consultation can not just be about site specific impacts – it has to consider cumulative and future negative impacts.It is important to build in additional time to project timelines to ensure the community voice is heard.If you bypass this step there will likely be resistance and lack of trust from the community in the long run.
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SRC’s Aboriginal Mentorship Program 
Community Leaders visit the Gunnar mine and 

mill site 

Videos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to end the presentation with a video of a workshop that was held at the Gunnar mine site with some very powerful interviews with some of the attendees.  It is only a few minutes long.
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Questions and Discussion 
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